
nanovib® 185 cm long reach join smoothing tool 

USE

° designed and used by interior  masons for jointing 

ceilings and walls after removing formwork. 

RISK PREVENTION :

Prevention of risk of bad posture :

- This smoothing tool can be used standing on  the 

ground  and does not require the user to work with one 

hand above the  rotator cuff (main cause of MSDs of the 

shoulder).

- Unlike the traditional method (using a broad knife 

directly under the slab),  this long reach smoothing tool 

does not require the user to bend  the back to place the 

joint compound  and therefore reduces back strain.

Prevention of risk of accident :

- With its long reach  of 1.70 the smoothing tool enables 

the user to  work from the ground to a height of up to 3m  

without needing  to use mobile access platforms, thus 

avoiding the risk for the user of falling from heights.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

Product highlights 

- The strong & flexible polymer tubular shaft  allows the 

user to control  the pressure applied to the blade and 

to smooth  the joint compound.

- Strong and flexible stainless steel blade. 

FURTHER INFORMATIONS 

- Greater efficiency  : as the tool can be used standing 

on the ground ,the user can move quickly , and so  is 

three times more efficient compared to t he traditional 

method using a  mobile access platform.

Description Gencod Lg 

(lame)

Lg totale 

(m)

Kg

joint smoothing tool 20cm 1.85m  long reach nanovib® 3157331962099 20 cm 1.85 1.85

Spare tool head 20cm 3157331962006 30 cm 0.20 0,21

joint smoothing tool 30cm 1.85m  long reach nanovib 3157331963096 30 cm 1.85 1.85

Spare tool head 30cm 3157331963003 30 cm 0.20 0.25

3m reach  : smooth  joints of ceilings or walls standing safely on the ground !
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